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SELF-SYNCHRONOUS PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION USING JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS*

H. L. Yu+

ABSTRACT

A new way to use Josephson Junctions for parame-
tric amplification with phase control is proposed.
The dc current bias of the junction ts adjusted such
that the Josephaon oscillation automatically syn-
chronizes with the input signal and oscillates at
twice the signal frequency with the proper relative
phase. The impedance of the junction Chen haa a neg-
ative resistive component which cen be used for am-
plification. Extension to other phase sensitive
circuits Is also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The supercurrent I tunneling through an ideal
Josephson junction is governed by the phase difference
0(0 between the wavefunctlona of the two supercon-
ductors

-I sin 0(t)o (I)

It is in turn related to the voltage V across the
junction through the time evolution of S(t)

2e
(2)

This nonlinear relationship between the voltage and
current resembles a tine dependent inductance L(t) as
defined by Lenz's law, V - d(U)/dt with

L(t)
h
2el sin

-1 l(t)
(3)

This current dependent Inductor can be used for
parametric amplification. Together with its well
known low noise and broad band features, the Josephaon
junction amplifier is very promising for use in low
temperature electronics.

Parametric amplification with Josephson junctions
has been suggested and investigated experimentally'
In recent years. A dc voltage biased junction re-
places the usual pumping element. The inductance L(t)
varies with the Josephson oscillation frequency
ii)j » 2eVpc/ti and thereby pumps power into the signal
circuit. Hence the circuitry can be simplified to
consist only of tuned circuits for the Bignsl channel
of angular frequency ms and the idler channel of fre-
quency ui£ with lniŝ oil'Uij. The conventional con-
siderations for parametric amplification can easily
be carried over to this application with the advan-
tage of replacing the pump frequency source by a dc
biased Josephson junction us a tunable pump. Power
gain car. be extracted either from the signal channel
or the idler channel. In thia paper we are going to
Introduce a mode of operation which intends to max-
imize the use of the Josephson junction as a phase
controlling circuit amplification eleaent.
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II. THE SINGLE JUNCTION AMPLIFIER

In a classical simple example of a parametric
amplified the capacitance of an LC tank circuit la
allowed to vary at exactly twice the frequency of the
signal current flowing in the tank, circuit. Energy
can be pumped synchronously into the tank circuit
when the capacitance oaclllation haa the correct
relative phase with the input signal. This is an
exacc degenerate mode with u)axi>i and la usually dif-
ficult to achieve because of the stringent phase re-
quirement. However Josephson junctions have a self-
synchronization feature which can be achieved by an
appropriate dc current bias. Successful parametric
amplification in the degenerate mode was reported by
Kanter and Silver2 but their junction was dc voltage
biased rather than current biased and hence the phase
control feature was lost.

A practical equivalent circuit of a JoBephson
junction Includes a shunting resistor, a shunting
capacitor and series Inductor to account for the
quaslparticle current, junction capacitance, and
lead Inductance respectively. In order to bring out
more clearly the salient features of this new node
of operation, we shall assume that these linear cir-
cuit elements are included in, or are compensated by
external elrcuity. When a dc biased Josephson junc-
tion is subjected to an external signal voltage
V 8 cos uigt, the Josephson oscillation tends to syn-
chronize with the external signal through frequency
pulling.4 This self-synchronization results in con-
stant voltage steps on the 1-V characteristic at dc
voltages VDC-nhiDg/2e where n»l, 2, 3, .... This can
be seen by noting that the tunneling current Is now

sin

sln
2e

j+Vg cos ou8t)dt]
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We consider the particular case of interest where the
junction is dc current biased at its second
step (n»2, Vgg^mig/e) so that the Josephson oscilla-
tion frequency is exactly twice that of the signal.
By expanding (4) into e sum of Bessel functions Jn,
we aee that the beating with the external signal
gives a zero frequency supercurrent component

(5)
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Hence the constant voltage step has a size

2eVg

" o J 2 <-K3T)

and as the dc current bias sweeps scross from one end
of the step to the other the internal Josephson oscil-
lation automatically phase-locks to the signal with
sin <to adjusting itself from -1 to +1. The relative
phase 0O is under the control of the experimenter
through the dc current bias. At the same time, there
is a component of the supercurrent at signal freq-
uency
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in the small voltage Unit. The complex admittance
of the Junction In this limit is:

cl
Y ° -fiJT sln
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Therefore, by biasing the Junction so that sin 0O is
positive, the admittance has a negative reel part.
The maximum negative conductance Gj—elo/htu» which
has to be larger than the Junction normal conductance
Go In magnitude to obtain power gain. For a tunnel
junction GN'2eIo/nA5 where A is the energy gap of the
superconductor. For usual microwave frequencies,
us«A/h and |GJ|»G[J, and ch'd power gain can be
obtained from the Josepliso.i junction element. It is
Interesting to note that the dc pump power is given by

Po " lDCVDC

el V£
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which is the same as the ac power

P = i RofT V*,
HI 2 ui S
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(9)

available at '<'s. This simply states energy conserva-
tion .ind is analogous to the Hanley-Rowe relations
for parametric amplification for this special degen-
erate case.

The- voltage dependent cos <t tern arising from
pair-quasiparticle interference does not affect the
above result appreciably. In thiB case the tunneling
current can be written as

1 = -I sin <t + s(l+Y cos (10)

where |Y| IS of the order of 1 and R is the normal
resistance of the junction. Proceeding with the
analysis as above the correction to W has a magni-
tude (Vnc/R)Ji(2eV8/hiUB). For a tunnel Junction
R«nA/2loe. The correction is approximately
2hiu9lo/n,\<«Io for frequencies uis«fi/h which holds at
microwave frequencies. On the other hand this par-
ametric amplification mode is not restricted to tun-
nel junctions only. For proximity effect bridges" the
supercurrent

2e
(U)

where lc Is the cricical current. The sane analysis
with a signal voltage Vs cos tuat gives a dc coop aent
at the n-2 constant voltage equal to

c s
XDC * T J2<T3T ) c O i *c

and with a ntgailve conductance

el
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The dc bias point on the n-2 step again controls the
value of cot ft •

o

III. PHASE SENSITIVE AMPLIFICATION

Since the gain depends an the relative phase 0O,
phase sensitive amplification can be achieved through
phase modulation. The simplest way is to vary 0 O

slnusoidclly at the same signal frequency by pumping
the Joaephson Junction at the same tine with B ref-
erence voltage Vr cos uigt which bears a constant phase
a with the signal Vs cos(uiat-Kt). With the junction
biased at the n«2 step at which Vpc«hiD8/e the tun-
neling current

hiu

2eV

cos(0) Mfi)+V cos
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The dc component giving the constant voltage n-2 step
la
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when Vs 1B small. The component at the signal fre-
quency

2eV 2eV
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The first term gives amplification for the reference
channel as .before. The second term presents a re-
active load and the third term gives phase sensitive
amplification for the signal channel. Similar to the
single junction amplifier in Part II, the junction Is
dc current biased on the n-2 step until sin (S-+1. The
phase sensitive romponent of the current is then

2eV 2eV
r

8

+eos(iu t«)cos(2a)]
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giving a phase sensitive negative conductance

I 2eV 2eV
GJ " -\TJ

a

(17)
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In the small signal limit with which phase sensitive
amplification can be attained, the extension to
proximity eflcct bridges is again similar, the dc
supercurrent glvingthe n«2 step is

lc 2 e Vr (W)

By biasing the bridge to the high current end of Che
step so that cos 0 =+l, the phase sensitive negative
conductance is

s

2eV
(20)

Since no Idler circuit is required for this spe-
cial degenerate mode, the simplest arrangement la to
Include the junction in a high Q LC tank circuit,
(Fig. 1) or Inside a microwave cavity resonant at the

launched together. All these junctions can be biased
together in a parallel arrangement, and a feedback
circuit can be used to have the dc current always
biased at the high current end of the n«2 step for
every junction. Current biasing on a constant volt-
age step also renders the amplifier operation rel-
atively insensitive to shifts in the I-V characteris-
t ic , bias instability and frequency drift.
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2 step so that sin 0o»+l and the junction

Fig. I. A simple arrangement of the parametric ampli-
fier. Both the Bignal and the reference voltage can
be coupled into the tank circuit inductively. Gj,
is the total load conductance.

signal frequency so that higher harmonic voltages are
essentially short circuited. The gain and gain-band
width product is essentially that of a conventional
negative resistance amplifier. For maximum gain the
junction is dc current biased to the maximum current
end of the n
conductance
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should be close to the tank conductance Gj. For a
typical critical current of 100 MA operating at 10 GHz,
Gj is about 5 mho. In order to match this relatively
low Impedance to the circuit, the junction has to be
placed at an appropriate point inside the resonant
cavity. Another interesting arrangement is to insert
JoRcphson junctions Inside a waveguide, spaced at the
guide wavelength with modifications made for the junc-
tion reactances, and operated in the traveling wave
mode with both the signal and the reference wave
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